HANDWRITING CHALLENGE:

Rosemary Douse, our former Bookshop manager, sent this writing with the comment:

"I thought you might like to see this interesting piece of writing I came across today. It's an original letter that was tucked into a book written by the writer in 1937." From the address at the top, it is assumed he was a doctor.

In the book he says: "Even handwriting tells the story of the mind behind the pen, and there is both art and science in calligraphy, if it has not been made more deadly by those fixed forms of stylized script which are still taught in schools."

Answering the challenge are two ladies, Tracey Yullie, who achieved her M.B.I.G (Dip) last year and student, Marilyn Lucas, who shows that student status doesn't mean one can't have a worthwhile opinion.

Tracey has done some research on the writer and sets the scene first. Both of the offerings give insight and many thanks and congratulations for the quality of the reports....Editor

Firstly Tracey's research:

Dr. Eric Graham Howe, an eminent Harley Street psychologist, was born in England in 1896. In early 20th-century Britain, interest in psychoanalysis was high, leading to the formation of the famous Tavistock Clinic in 1920. E. Graham Howe was one of the clinic's founders and the first to publish articles on psychotherapy. At the same time, he was attacked by the "scientific" psychiatry and psychoanalysis communities because he took concepts derived from spiritual practice and existential phenomenology and applied them to an understanding of psychotherapy.

Howe's writings included more than a dozen books and countless articles on a broad range of subjects from schizophrenia to Asian spiritual practices. Through these works he exerted a profound influence on intellectuals such as R D Laing, Alan Watts, and Henry Miller, to name a few. Howe also wrote in a simple and clear style, making his work accessible to the general public. His books include Motives and Mechanisms of the Mind, Morality and Reality, The Open Way, War dance; a study of the psychology of war and The Triumphant Spirit (referred to in Rosemary's original letter). The Druid of Harley Street samples the best of his essays, offering timely insights for followers of Jung, Roberto Assagioli, and Mark Epstein; students of somatic therapies; and spiritual and meditation practitioners. The book also offers a fascinating glimpse of a great mind, the notable people in his life, and the heady times in which he lived. A commissioned BBC radio lecturer during World War II, he died in 1975.

[Handwritten letter by Dr. Eric Graham Howe]
An extract that he wrote in his book, the *Invisible Anatomy*:

'In the course of their work many psychologists have found, as the pioneer work of C.G. Jung has shown, that we are near to [the] Buddha. To read a little Buddhism is to realize that the Buddhists knew two thousand five hundred years ago far more about our modern problems of psychology than they have yet been given credit for. They studied these problems long ago, and found the answers too. We are now rediscovering the Ancient Wisdom of the East.'

In The Collected Works of C.G. Jung, and with reference to *The Tavistock Lectures*: Professor Jung says "I could wish Dr. Graham Howe were not so indiscreet. You are right, but you should not say such things. As I explained, I tried to begin with the mildest propositions. You put your foot right into it and speak of four dimensions and of the word 'mystic' and you tell me that all of us would have a long reaction time to such stimulus words. You are quite right; everybody would be stung because we are just beginners in our field...." Dr Howe responds: "This audience would like you to be provocative. I am going to say a rash thing...."

Marilyn's brief analysis has been done as she says 'off the top of her head', but it does compare favourably with Tracey's more experienced summary and shows that Marilyn is a perceptive student. She says:

This is the writing of someone of strong personality who likes to be noticed, and who chooses to use a wide-rubbed pen for effect. Someone, perhaps a rather remarkable individual, versed in the Arts, as well as being a doctor specialist?

It is stated that the writer is male. I would imagine he made a good living in his career (when he chose to) -note the rather large "moneybags" especially where he speaks of money (e.g. "half a crown" - and the word "of" in the same paragraph) and, in the next paragraph the word "YOU" whose "bag" comes right through and around the word "Spirit" in the next line, the word "your" and next line still, guessed again with exaggerated "moneybags". Nearly at the end of the letter, "your", "regards" have again the large exaggerated "moneybags" on their lower loops. It was very important to him to look prosperous and show to the world the trappings of prosperity.

Yet, in places he uses a very pared-down and simple "if" with the tail opposite to usual, with no loop at all -like the tail (I live in Africa. I've watched monkeys!) of a very relaxed monkey reclining in a tree!!

These "ys" are written after a short intuitive gap, e.g. "penny", "apocalyptically" and "certainly".

His writing doesn't look like a fixed form of stylised script at all. Perhaps he consciously avoided being confined into that educational trap. 

Marilyn J. Lucas. BIG Student No. 981

Tracey writes:

Rosemary's original letter dating back to 1937 gives us an invaluable glimpse into the individual. This is my interpretation of his personality, and having sourced the writer on the internet, I found it particularly interesting to see how many of his handwriting movements corroborate the extracts above -

A VERY warm man with a rich inner sensory world (*large, pasty, broad, primary thread*) - someone with an indomitable spirit (*rising baselines*) who knew how to enjoy his life. He enjoyed a high profile position and being able to publicly show off his keen mind (*large size, small arrogance arcades, some UZ fullness, originality*)

He would have been intensely absorbed in his work and relationships (*pasty, connected, connectedness between words, tangling*), needing self expression through lively discussion and debate, and through his writing (*closed ovals*). He was restless (*irregular spacing, domimant and fluctuating LZ with inter-linear entanglement - Freud's over-powerful Id*). He was proud, strong and assertive (*large capital letters, broad, large size*) and blunt at one end of the spectrum and downright contentious and argumentative, (*large pot lids*) prone to explosive outbursts (*flooded ovals*) at the other. He did like to have the last word (*full stop at the end of his signature*) and sometimes found it difficult to know when to throw in the towel (*occ over-connected with connected words, dom LZ, rising baselines, left slant varying, defiant K, pot lids*).

The upright/left slanting MZ would have ensured his composure for the benefit of getting to the crux of the matter, although equally highlighting his desire to be true to himself and remain independent - his own man.

Facts were very important to him, and particularly with regard to how the facts directly affected people - specifically his patients (*extravert sensing/ feeling type, short 'd's, upward end strokes*). His rich imagination was enhanced by his capability of carrying ideas and beliefs through to a practical conclusion (*full UZ combined with completed LZ loops, short 'd's stems*). There is evidence that the writer felt isolated and sensitive to criticism at times (*PPI's in splendid isolation, vanity loops*), but he was never going to defer to anyone and maintained upbeat (defiant) optimism (*rising baselines, defiant K, convex t bars, left slant varying*) irrespective of how he may have felt inside.

Tracey Yuille M.B.I.G (Dip)